
September 29th, 2022

• Get out your Lab Report 3.1 to turn in.
• Get out your Science Fair Purpose to turn in IF YOU HAVE IT.
• I will hand back approved science fair questions.

• We are taking the test over Module 3 today. It is NOT open book. 
• Clear your desks of everything but a pencil.
• When I pass out your test booklet, you can tear out the test but wait 

to start until I tell you. 
• When you finish, make sure your name is on it and turn it face down. 

You may quietly read or work on something else until everyone is 
finished.



MODULE 4:
Scientific Analysis and History



3 SCIENTIFIC PURSUITS
•Pure science: curiosity to understand or to gain knowledge;

      (WHY? ); Ex: Why do I sneeze when I go outside? 

•  Applied science: to discover or make something useful or   
better (APPLYING); Ex: What is an easier way to water my plants? 

• Technology: any invention or process that makes life better or a job easier; 
result of pure science, applied science, or accident

 (Ex: Egyptians using moldy bread on wound—happened by accident; microwave 
oven, paper clip, recipe for cement, sticky notes)



When you think of technology, you might think of machines such as 
computers, television, and airplanes.  And yes, those are examples 
of technology because they make people’s lives better, but they 
are not the only examples. Any invention or process that makes life 
better or a job easier is technology.   When we think of the ancient 
Greeks, they used technology, too. 

Science is, in many ways, dependent on technology.  The better our 
technology, the better the science we can do.  For example, as 
telescopes get more powerful, we are able to see more of the 
heavens.  In fact, science and technology do a bit of a circular 
dance…the more we see, the more we learn, the more we come 
up with new questions to ask and then develop ways to answer 
them.



BRANCHES OF SCIENCE
• Life science: all scientific pursuits related to living organisms; 

(need to look beyond recorded accounts or historical records)

•Archaeology: study of past human life as revealed by 
preserved relics (what people in the past left behind); ex. Indiana Jones 
movies
oArtifacts: objects made by people (city walls, tools, 

weapons, containers, etc.)

Nat Geo: Archaeology Video

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=qMzpA5oCGNY


• Geology: the study of Earth’s history as revealed in the 
rocks that make up the Earth
Geo = earth    logy = study of

• Paleontology: the study of life’s history as revealed in the 
preserved remains of once-living 
organisms; ex. fossils

Paleontology video

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=SEyl2rRa2YY


Historical Records

How do we know what we’re reading is true and reliable? 
What makes a document trustworthy? After all, anyone can 
record information about an ancient culture and then 
publish it. We could compare their writing to a history 
textbook.  But how do we know that history textbook is 
accurate? Our knowledge of history comes from books, so 
how do we know that the authors of the history books 
weren’t in error? The field of textual criticism deal with those 
questions.



textual criticism – critically examines texts to determine if they are    
accurate

• Look at the “family tree’ of the text
• See how copies were made from the original document and determine 

if they are accurate or not
• copy – text method – look at the base text for corrections that may 

have been made to it for future copies



IS IT A RELIABLE HISTORICAL DOCUMENT?
Scientists must critically examine texts to determine if they are accurate.  They must look at the 
original documents.
One of the most used methods takes any historical document (a clay tablet, a scroll, a book, etc.) and put it 
through 3 tests using the critical process called eclecticism. 
• Eclecticism: using several tests to compare document in question to other 

documents, known historical facts, or itself; removes or reduces bias: 
    The 3 tests: 

• Internal test: Does the document agree with itself?
• External test: Does the document contradict other documents that have passed 

the 3 tests or known archaeological facts or does it align with other 
documents?

• Bibliographic: Asks 2 questions: 1) How many years have passed between the 
time the original work was written and the time of the first known copy? AND 2) 
How many different copies made by different people exist for the document of 
interest?

 The shorter the time span between the original work and the first known copy and 
the larger the number of copies made by different people, the more reliable the 
document is. 

• Pass all 3 tests = legitimate (reliable) work of history



IS THE BIBLE A RELIABLE 
HISTORICAL DOCUMENT?

The 3 tests: 
Internal test: Does the document agree with itself?
➢ Yes! Some people say that the Bible contradicts itself, but it doesn’t.  For example, they talk about 

the 4 Gospels being different in terms of Jesus’s genealogy, but Matthew’s Gospel represents 
Joseph’s family line, and Luke’s represents Mary’s family.  You also have to look at the Greek and 
Hebrew meanings of words. 

External test: Does the document align with other documents that have passed the 3 tests 
or known archaeological facts ?

➢ Yes! The Bible is demonstrated to be an accurate source of history when it is compared to 
archaeological discoveries.   For example, the discovery of the Mari Tablets in 1933 gives evidence 
that the kings of battle mentioned in the Old Testament did exist and that these battles were 
fought.

Bibliographic: Asks 2 questions: 1) How many years have passed between the time the 
original work was written and the time of the first known copy? AND 2) How many different 
copies made by different people exist for the document of interest?

➢ Old Testament – ex. Isaiah was written in 740 B.C.  The Dead Sea Scrolls (written in 125 B.C.) were 
discovered in 1947. They contain a complete word-for-word copy of the book of Isaiah.

➢ New Testament – over 5,800 different copies in several languages, and the earliest copy was 
written only 40 years after the original



The Bible passes the bibliographic test better than any other ancient work.  When combined 

with the fact that the Bible passes the internal test just as well as other ancient documents in 

history, and it passes the external test better than any document of its time, you can come to 

the scientific conclusion that the accounts in the Bible are, in fact, more trustworthy than the 

written accounts of ancient Rome, ancient Egypt, or any other ancient life! 



AGE TESTING OF ARTIFACTS
• Artifacts can be found from almost every known civilization, and we 

can learn a lot about ancient people as long as we are careful to 
understand that these artifacts probably do not give a complete 
picture. That means all conclusions we come to are tentative.  

• Often it is difficult to determine how old an artifact is.  Sometimes the 
artifact itself can give us a clue to determine the known age.  Other 
times, we have to look for clues to determine an assigned age. 



Known age: age of an artifact as determined by a date printed on it or 
a reference to the artifact in a work of history; 
     ex—coins with dates or emperor’s image

AGE TESTING OF ARTIFACTS

 Ancient coins might bear the date of the name of 
the ruler at the time they were minted or an artifact 
might be mentioned in a historical document. So if 
there is a written record stating the date an Egyptian 
king died, for example, and an archaeologist is able 
to find that king’s tomb, then the tomb and the 
artifacts it contains can be dated because of the 
reference in the historical document. 



Assigned age: use other evidence to determine age

• Dendrochronology: process of counting tree growth rings to determine the 
age of a tree
• dendro = tree;  chronology = time
• depend on weather patterns; thicker rings = more rain and nutrients
• Archaeologists have cataloged master ring patterns for various regions of the world as 

far back as 6600 BC.
• Logs used to build ancient structures
• Single light and dark ring each year
• Flaws: Sometimes trees grow more than 1 ring a year. Must find a
    log with  a master ring pattern. 

See Exp. 4.1 on pg. 103 in  student textbook

Dendrochronology video

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=xmZO7aRgcW4


• Radiometric dating: using a radioactive process to determine 
the age of an item 
•   carbon-14 dating
• About as reliable as dendrochronology
• Item being dated must be less than about 3,000 years old
• Considered unreliable by many scientists because 

carbon-14 is unstable

Radiometric dating video

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=phZeE7Att_s


It is important to point out that certain history books or museums have artifacts 
that some archaeologists date to be hundreds of thousands or millions of years 
old (even that last video referred to that number).  You need to be very 
skeptical of those ages.  The problem is that many scientists love to use 
radiometric dating because they want to believe Earth is millions of years old 
and man has been living on it for hundreds of thousands of years.  However, 
many scientists who are Christians, do not believe radiometric dates are 
reliable beyond thousands of years.  

The oldest recorded data is around 3750 BC and we are living in 2020 AD, so 
that only accounts for around 6,000 years. 



RELATIVE DATING
This is used when scientists cannot find the known age or an assigned age

Relative dating:  not exact; comparison of whether artifact is older or          
younger than another artifact. 

• Principle of superposition: When artifacts are found in rock or earth that is 
layered, the deeper layers hold the older artifacts

• Archaeology and geology
• Strata: layers of soil or rock

• assumes each layer is formed one at a time and that layers took 
many years to form--not necessarily good assumptions

• Layers could have formed from some catastrophic event

Principle of Superposition video 

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=XRL2vQQ5J7s


Homework

AGENDA CHANGE: Your current agenda tells you to begin working on the 
Formal Lab Report for 3.2. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO DO THAT! 



October 13th, 2022

• If you have not already turned them in, please get out the hypothesis 
and purpose for your science fair project.

• I will return your graded Module 3 test and Lab Report 3.1

• Today we will be watching a video series. You will be required to write 
a summary of what we watch for a graded, homework assignment. 

• Take notes in your interactive notebook! This will make writing a 
summary MUCH easier. 



THE BIBLE AND THE 3 TESTS

• Reliability of the NT (Introduction)  11 min.
• 3. Reliability of the NT (Oral Tradition) 14 min.
• 4. Reliability of the NT (Authorship & Dating) 17 min.
• 5. Reliability of the NT (External Evidence) 19 min.
• 6. Reliability of the NT (Internal Evidence) 14 min.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rml5Cif01g4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCp-ayAp7fE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_l0Say2wMw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIdCRanZZyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Lo2kzBPOZk


Homework

You will have a test over Module 4 next week. Make sure you do the reading in 
the module, do the study guide questions, and study the notes from your 
interactive notebook! Your summary over the video we watched today is also 
due next week!


